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Picture yourself at the beach in summer. The evenings are sultry, and the most beautiful spot at 

midnight is a solitary outcrop overlooking the bay. The scent of wildflowers blends with spices from 

an outdoor feast, and the cicadas usher in a gentle breeze off the ocean. The sounds of a distant club 

or beach party intermingle with recollections of the preceding days – a flickering mirage of sun, heat 

and water. 

 

These are some of the moods evoked by Hamburg-based guitarist Andreas Dopp on his new album 

Sunset in Stereo – and the pieces were composed while visiting the island of Ibiza. Rays of Spanish 

sun stream into each of the twelve original instrumental tracks. The refined guitar playing and 

elegant grooves are simultaneously personal and accessible, and never revert to the incidental. 

 

Sunset in Stereo draws much of its inspiration from the timeless and carefree spirit of the late ‘60s 

and early ‘70s. Guitar fans will notice Andreas’ fondness for the sounds of that era, strong traces of 

guitarists Peter Green and Pat Metheny, along with hints of tracks such as Albatross and Samba Pa Ti. 

After rhythmically-floating intros, the listener often lands on a classy four-on-the-floor pulse, 

encounters sophisticated piano stylings, or is engulfed in shimmering ‘80s soundscapes. 

 

While the music embodies all these elements, it also looks to the future. Andreas concisely arranges 

and varies the different elements to achieve rich and lively textures – rendered complete by the 

weaving and soaring solo guitar. The result successfully conveys the listener to exotic places where 

attractive sights and sounds await. Sunset in Stereo as album is a self-contained and blissful oasis. 

 

To make his musical vision a reality, Andreas draws on the expertise of many musicians he works 

with on a regular basis in live performances and in the studio. In parallel to this, he is active as 

composer and producer, and his experience working on film soundtracks shines through in the 

conceptualisation and realisation of his own solo instrumental works. 
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